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of Greater* New Brunswick

May 1985

INTRODUCTION ftND OVERVIEW

\

On July 27, 1984, the Hoi.
signed an order requiring CYa
zoning ordinance and other Irai
meet its fair share of regie":*
was determined to be 816 l-.m
units by the year 199®B In Deri
series of meetings ard heariv
compliance program, tvhich v*&*
court—appointed master? Phiiia
reviewing the compliance progv *

il 1985. The" -c
and i r»

)ort« as thfiy
piosit ic >̂

C^anfcsury Tovir,

hearing
such addit ional
report represents
with regard to

Eugene D. Serpentelli^ J.S.C-
nbury Township to revise its
i .use regulations in order to
) housing need, which number
i^nd moderate income housing
ber 1984, after AY^ extensive
£*», the Township adopted a
referred by the Court to the
P- Cat on. Mr- Cat on, after

«, submitted his report to the
j:̂t subsequently scheduled a
structed the parties to submit
considered appropriate. This
<*?' the U>"bafii Lieayue plaintiffs
sr*ip's proposed approach to

compliance with Mount.Laurel

It should be noted t
throughout is on th.«s? repo?-
directly on the Township's «-••
have sought to distinguish t
In particular, the report dc-
site suitability and devel
policy-related issues invol
program. Since almost every <:•
some detail, either in th
report, this report wi. 11 se>:
brief overview) limit its co
statement either of agreement
report or the Township repor
reasons for any disagreements

hat the focus of this report
j of the master, rather than
«^her submission, although we
;,-_-3 areas where the two differ-
r.l̂  with the major questions of
opwent phasing, the two major
vsd in Cranbury's compliance
cn^ivable issue is addressed in
& Township report or the Caton
v ••••j be. succinct, and (after a
flwe-vts to specific points, to a
or disagreement with the Caton
w- and a short statement of the

This report is grounded
propositions which animate bo
Caton report. First, that
unequivocally require?; that
housing be effectively int;-̂
anvironmental principles; a m
Historic preservation and %
legitimate and significant z\

If: the same fundamental policy
tn the Township report and the
the Mount Laurel II decision
t^e provision of lower income
.-%3ted with sound planning and
i?«cond, that the objectives of

armland preservation are bott?
arking objectives, worthy c ,*
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careful consideration- We further
a clearly appropriate community i
rationale of Mount Laurel II.
differences expressed below with
the Caton report, with regard
phasing, they are differences of
the manner in which _inf orm^
differences do not embody any fi.tr>
planning principles are c
or any disagreement with the pr-op
reasonably feasible, the Mount
should be integrated with the
to maintain farmland, and to
of Cranbury village-

agree that Cranbury is both
r. which to apply the phasing
Therefore, while there are
the specific conclusions of
to site suitability and
dagree, and differences in
ion is interpreted. The
Harnental difference in what
d most appropriate to apply,
o-sition that, to the extent
Laurel compliance process
3ing efforts of the Township
serve the historic character

SITE SUITABILITY

The Caton report deals with the suitability of the four
plaintiffs' sites (at 23 to 34> 4 as is done below. These aiire
sites 1, 6, 7 and 9 as siown its the Township compliance plan.
The other sites that hava been offered by non-plaintiffs Sire
not formally evaluated here, «&=> it will remain within the
Township's discretion t :> dete^^i^e whether or not to rezone
those sites, after the determination has been made with
regard to the four sites submitted by plaintiffs, fit issue is
not only whether the sites sve suitable for some amount of
mult ifamily development, but tbs number of units, or density,
that should be permitted on ea;;h suitable site.

1. Site 1 (Garfield)

There is no disagraeme .1 among any party over the
suitability of this site for wat i fami ly development- With
regard to the number of units .or c'ensity to be provided, the
Township has proposed, and the Liton report concurred in, a
reduction in gross density from 9-2 units/acre to 7
units/acre, or from 2,0@0 units *;c 1,539 units on ths site.

i* a site, particularly one
."awnlands such as Site 1, is
of judgment, and a matter of
v.snt ly—heard assertion by
s, that a particular high
tlie* setaside work" is rarely

In this case, there is no
t a development with a £@
w«lly feasible at 7 units per

The appropriate density o
which is made up of nearly flat
in the final analysis a matter
balancing factors- The fr-Ĥ
developers and their attorr^y
density is necessary to "mak»
capable of being substantiated,
readily apparent argument th~
percent setaside is not



We hold that where a developer succeeds in-l
Mount Laurel litigation and proposes a project
providing a substantial amount of lower income
housing,37 a builder's remedy should be
granted unless the municipality establishes
that because of environmental or other substan-
tial planning concerns, the plaintiff's pro-
posed project is clearly contrary to sound
land use planning.
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acre/1.(jhe arguments for reducim? the density to that level,
while based on subjective judgments, are nonetheless
reasonable. We concur with the: proposed designation of this
site at the density of development recommended by the
Townsh i pTl

m I » ' • • • ' . . .

£. Site 6 (Zirinsky)

There is substantial disagreement with regard to this
site. The developer is* seeking ~: 115£ units on 144 acres (a
densiity of 8 units/acre) while the Township has recommended
that it not be rezon&sd at **I1. The Caton report has
recommended that approximately S8-70 acres of the site be
rezoned at an overall density of 4 to .5 units per acre. This
represents, in general terms, that part of the site between
the village and the roadway proposed by the developer. While
that roadway, in the developer* - scheme, would be internal
circulation for the development^ the Caton report sees it as
an opportunity of creating a "hard edge" to the village, and
a buffer between the development of Site 6 and the farmland
to the west.

We believe that the position of the Caton report is
sound. The Township dcas not support its arguments that any
development on this site i:; violative of the historic
character of the village ira'^^d, there are many examples
where new development at rnediun. density is effectively inte-
grated into historic settings not unlike this one. Thus, we
believe that it is suitable for some multifamily development.
Furthermore, the concerns ra^eri in the Caton report, with
regard both to the scale and the character of development on
this site, ar^e compelling. Unile a historic village can
often accomodate additional .development, such development
must be carefully scaled Arid designed so that it does not
distort the balance of the loc^i environment. We believe that
at the scale, and with the dey.rity gradient, proposed in the
Caton report, this development r?ri take place in a way that
will strengthen rather than hâ ;i the historic character of
the community &ff ^

I/Reasons for needing higher dfik»siiy may be particularly high
land costs or particularly hir«h offsite improvement costs
(relative to the number of unii> Involved), or the absence of
a market for relatively expe^jvs market-rate mult if ami ly
units, particularly towihousc^, at the site. There is no
evidence that these reasons ar̂ - substantially found here.

£/fln important cons ideraib ion, v;hii*h should be briefly noted,
i;3 the actual design of this project. If this project is to JL
be?' developed, it is assent i ! not only that a highly
qualified architect, with demonstrated sensitivity to
historic preservation, be hircx^ but that Cranbury Township
enact and implement an ordinary-* providing for thoroughgoing
design review procedures in thr village are*', and establish a
design review panel made up of sSi^hly quali ied individuals-

. , 'i
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On i t s face, the? rec6mt,r:'?idation Jrtfat 300 /units be
permitted on th is s \ te dc*.-f» not / r a i s e overwhelming
feasibil i ty questions. 3-hp unirr> is a large develo/pment, with
ample opportunity for ipparaU clusters and / reasonablep p y pp /
economies of scale. WTtt'e ty«* are? not prepared /to conclude ] . / / ;.nil'
that 3©0 units is an abaslu^e app^r limit for this sitê , in
terms of its being dev&lopecJ v.: a manner consistent with the
character of the village, w-*~-ŝ ~-̂ r«>̂ ^

ing—evidence .to dictate- :.-rĉ »©*&*Yirg- the'l'fnmBer ot* Un'lirsL
3. Site 7 (Toll/

Both the Township report anJ fche Caton report found this
site to be not suitable for tnaltifamily development. We
concur in this finding/3.

4. Site 9 (Cranbury Land)

Both the Township report «nd the Caton report found this
site as well to be not &uitabl;^' tor multifamily development,
based on certain planning considerations. In this case,
however, we differ to some ;̂;tent with their conclusion.
Again, it is not a fundamental difference of perspective, but
rather one of interpretation 3r;d assessment of the same
information.

The argument, in essence. is grounded in highly judg-
mental concerns; namely, the i tent to which development of
Site 9 represents sprawl, anc the extent to which, if devel-
oped, it will have a riegafci*'-1 effect on the efforts to
preserve farming in the area 'ios>ignated by the Township for
agricultural preservation, genially the farming belt west of
the village. It is our conclusion that the potential negative
effects of this site, or the c=*f;r iencies of this site from a
planning standpoint, are not no severe as to justify finding
it to be unsuitable, although, as is discussed below, we do
consider it appropriate to redica the scale of development on
this site below what is presently proposed by the developer.

In essence, the manner iy» which this site is evaluated
is a function of the extent to which it is considered an
intrusion into the farmland belt as distinct from an
extension of existing development-. We believe that not enough
weight has been given to the -3S>aJow Oaks development, both
existing and approved for development. By the time that
development is complete, the hulk of the land west of the
village and south of Old Tr»nt^«; fcoad will have been develop-
ed, as well as a substantial section north of Old Trenton
Road- It has been argue-d, no* without good reason, that the

3/It is our understanding t'nat; thts developer of this site has \̂ \y
withdrawn it from further consideration in this litigation, j
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approval of Shadow Oaks was utrrortunate, and inconsistent
with current planning goals of the community- This is
undoubtedly true, but largely irrelevant, since it exists*
While there Are those who woulo disagree, we do not consider
large lot single family devel^qmant such as Shadow Oaks any
more compatible with farmland ti,̂ >, a well-planned multifamily
development at moderate density,.

The existence of the sectia; of Shadow Oaks north of Old
Trenton Road (£3 large houses) Jva-s substantially reduced the
extent to which Old Trenton Koad can be seen as a true
boundary of Cranbury's agricultt. al are^ Thus, from the
standpoint of farmland preservation, if perhaps not from the
perspective of the visual effect experienced by those driving
along Old Trenton Road,, the iu^nact of extending development
along the northern sids of th=rt road up to its intersection
with flncil Davison Foad • COB** not appear to be that
significant/4. It has also ideated a situation in which
development in that immediate -rea is at least to some
reasonable degree the exter~ion of existing development,
rather than intrusion into a nt?w and undeveloped setting.

A further consideration i«a that of the future course of
the proposed S-9£, which i«*. anticipated to pass through
Cranbury, through the western part of Site 9, and cross from
there into East Windsor Township/??* It is hard to tell what

while the visual element of
, the ability for others to find

4/It should be noted that,
farmland preservation; i.e.
pleasure by driving .through farming areas, may be a
significant factor in generating public support for
preservation activities, it " t> not a significant factor in
whether the farming activities actually survive. Their
survival is dependents of course, on a host of economic
factors, most of which: &r& b&yorid the control of a single
municipality. Indeed, given tJw relatively small area of this
farming preservation artta, ard the extent to which its farms
are leased rather than owner-operated, we fear that the prog-
nosis, on a long-term basis, i'%. net likely to be positive.

5/The proposed develop€*rs of
that the proximity of this sit
the development that ha--; take*'
Millstone River floodplstin,
supporting its development.
TLSlti ,._n-f -fthiiifi nrpumpint It
depending on iTfe precise alir;<
construction across the Mil.
could significantly reduce the
its banks now act as a natu*
communities.

& i.

a

e:;

*;.:? 9 have argued strenuously
tu East Windsor Township, and
lace-on the other side of the
significant consideration in

be" no^eB, however, ÊTTai
and design of S-92, its
? River in this location
?nt to which that river and
^barrier between the two
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the effect of the S-:*£ alisr:fc«nt will be on the farmland
area, but it is unlikely to tr~ & positive one, particularly
in the area immediately around that highway's interconnection
with Old Trenton Road. That v*ould suggest that a reasonable
boundary for the farmland ares could easily lie some extent
to the north of Old Trenton >:ad. This could lead to an
effort to establish the boundsri«~ of the farming area along
the northern boundaries of ~;.̂  development north of that
road, and beyond that poim., ,2long Ancil Davison Road.
Assuming that developnent or, * vat part of Site 9 east of
Ancil Davison Road is carafu^y handled, a point discussed
immediately below, we see no fcsson why its development is
incompatible with-any rations A program for preservation of
the farmland preservation area*

As was the case with elh«?r* sites, while we find it
suitable for multifami^y dev* 1 -jurnent, we believe that such
development should be Ilimitao in order better to conform to
the planning goals of 1;he cow.£~mty, as well as better to
blend into the character of tht *rea» As was implicit in the
comment above, we believe 11*, at development of this site
should be l-djâ ted to that p̂ .vi. of the site, east of Ancil
Davison Road/6.j Second, we boiieve that the density of
development orr—fnat part of tht* «ite should be substantially
reduced, in order i;o mak^ possible the retention of
substantial amounts of open s;*r^ within the development, and
the creation of appropriate transitions to the farming areas
and the adjacent single family Jf*velopment. Development at a
density of approximately 5 units per acre, resulting in
approximately 300 units on ths? <5il:e, should be permitted.

PHASING OF DEVELOPMENT

Both the Township report ar;ri the Caton report recommend
that Cranbury's fair share ohliQation be phased over a more
extended period than th^ six-v-"f»«t*- period which has come to be
seen as customary. The jus*.„".fixation for permiitting such
phasing is set forth cogently *^ the Caton report (at 42-48),
a justification which we fir»;J ("ivipletely reasonable. It is
hard to imagine any communivy in New Jersey that would be
more radically transformed t*>«*r Cranbury by development of
the magnitude that is at lefst theoretically possible. We
accept, therefore, th=? reco«ntieridation that the fair share
obligation be phased ovsr a ps, iod longer than six years.

It remains necessa.-y to nrr\ve> at specific numbers which
reflect this general p-incipie, This includes determining
ffirst, the total fair share r:f.ritbsr to be phased; second, the
period over which it is toJbV-T phased; and finally, the
distribution of units between the different phases of the
overall schedule. In tiis regar-dj we differ to some extent
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with the specific proposal sev forth in the Caton report

The Caton report sets fo
incorporating only 6/10 of t
under the Warren methodology
share obligation to be ?>atisfi
essence, the rationale is thii
based on a 10 year projectio
period is to be six y**ars,
require that only 6/10 of thu
that six year period. While
logic to it.

bt
i

ii an extensive rationale for
prospective need determined
nto any municipality's faiH
over the next six years. In
-i^ce the prospective need is
and since the compliance

^-Y'i it is only reasonable to
i-o^ection be achieved during
-yuable, this has a certain

The logic, however, in oui view, tends to dissipate when
put into the context of a plar» <.-vhich explicitly contemplates
meeting the fair share need OVBTT a longer than six year
period, which is what in proposed here. Since the period
during which it will be carri ir?d out will indeed be longer
than ten years, ithere is no apparent reason for reducing the
percentage of prospective n&&d to be met below the amount
dictated by the WajEXgm methodology. Thus, in our opinion, the
total fair share allocation to be phased should remain at the
level of 816 established by tfte» Court.

With regard
Caton report thajt
for purposes of
periods, one from
through 1996.

the

Given the
phasing dictates
period than in
base for the
present. In
rate of increase,
the other. We
wh i ch, if
share goal being
1990 is a
3£® to 340 lower

that

bel
achieved

reasonable

achievement this go
drastic mod if icajt ion of the d
Caton report (at 51-54). !
proposalj- the timetable showy*
regard to both the Zirinsky &
appears reasonable to expect,V
as recommended in this reports

to tht» second question, we agree with the
a twslve y^ar period is an appropriate one

phasing. Th~;c will provide for two target
1985 through 1990, and the second from 1991

two periods, H^ believe that the logic of
that ffiore un|ts be provided in the second

^t, since the population and housing
s|econd period wlii be larger than it is at

manner, the urowth curve, reflecting the
will not vary too widely from one period to
ieve, as &. v-ule of thumb, that a target

would vf-=,ir.lt in 40% of the total fair
achieved during the first period through

or;», Ths\t, in turn, suggests a goal of
income units through 1990.

of •=»\ appears possible without
ijailed scheme set forth in the
*\th regard to the Garfield
ac 52 appears reasonable. With

rid. Cranbury Land projects, it
assuming the sites are rezoned
that both would be developed

r

in full during the first period, through 1990. Applying these
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propositions, and fag&oring #jp the projected contributions
from rehabilitation and from B#/s*lopment by Cranbury Housing
Associates into the picture, we ..obtain the following phasing
schedule:

PROPOSED PHASING OF FAIR SHARE GOAL FOR CRANBURY TOWNSHIP

PERIOD Is 1985-1990

Garfield
Zirinsky
Cranbury Land
Rehabilitation
Cranbury Housing Associates

LOWER INCOME
UNITS

94
S'it
&©
ai

es xW$

MARKET RATE
UNITS

556
£40
£40

0
0

1036

PERIOD 2s 1991-1996

Garfield BIB
Cranbury Housing Associates 100/1
Additional Sites/Projects IBS

considisrat1/Depending on feasibility
subsidies, etc., this number could

ions,
increase.

668
0

NA

668+

availability of

This schedule contains, of coursej one major question mark;
i.e., the category "additional sites/projects". It is our
position that Cranbury should have the greatest possible
latitude to determine the manner in which the additional
units are to be provided, within the parameters set down in
tha Mount Laurel decision.^Jj How best to do so, of course,
raises questions. While then* are additional sites in the
Township which are suitable for mult ifamily development, and
could be so zoned now, such .zoning could Itrigger more units
during the first period than Cranbury may be required to
built. It is hard to imagine, on the other hand, that a
rezoning~ that specified that the ownjg£U-»-e«|trirî ^
under that zoning until after 199S rfould be appealing^
however, Cranbury chooses not to rez*s«£L at. njsn«imB!l£-"''and to
defer such action until (for ex«r.ip-le) 1988 or 1989, they risk
having the most appropriate m'.iltifamily sites developed at
lower densities, ard having to select less desireable sites
in order to aceomodate the balance of their fair share.

\ .7
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This question doe£ not fi«&#» to be addressed at this
time, since it is a leyal is%C>S;as much as it is a planning
question. It will, however, have to be addressed by Cranbury
Township in its compliance progî r.i, at the appropriate time.

In closing, we believe thet the Township report and the
Caton report represent, separately and together, a highly
desireable movement toward thi. achievement of fair snare
goals in Cranbury Township. With the modest adjustments
recommended in this report, && believe they represent the
basis for an outstanding Mount Laurel program, balancing the
goal of decent housing for al1 with important and complex
planning issues.
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Alan:

These are proposed changes in the Granbury report. Eric
and I thought it might be easier to write them out and
then talk with you about them. The overall report is
fine" — these are tinkerings, for the most part.

Page 1: As a matter of technical form, the expert's
report should be from the expert alone, rather than from
you and us. At the end of the first paragraph, could
you modify the last sentence accordingly?

Page 2: Introductory paragraph on ŝ ite suitability.
Either here or on page eight (footnote), could you note
that sites 2 and 3 are also suitable^. (The judge asked
specifically at the case management conference that we
note this point.)

Page 3 (Garfield): Omit the last two sentences and sub-
stitute: "On the other hand, the proposed density of 9.2
dwelling units per acre does not appear to be contrary to
sound land use planning on environmental or other grounds.
Therefore, resolution of the density question should be
determined by which party bears the burden̂  of proof under
Mount Laurel III" The Judge may well agree with your view,
but I would like room to submit my legal argument that the
developer's proposed density prevails unless the town
shows that it is unsound. I think this is the correct
reading of the case; see 456 A.2d at 452.

(Zirinsky): We think your footnote 2 is an important
point and could justifiably be elevated to text status
(although not yet a Prince of the Church). You should
also clarify or emphasize what I think you mean, that in
order for Cranbury to obtain reduced density on this site,
it should have to show that it has adequate design controls
in place so that the preservationist objectives of reduced
density will be adequately served. A formal prerequisite?

Page 4 (Zirinsky): We'd like to convince you to make a
significant modification in the first paragraph at the top
of the page, so that it would read as follows:

Counsel: Frank Askin-Jonathan M. Hyman (Administrative Director} - Eric Neisser-Barbara J. Witliams



"On its face, the recommendation that 300 units be permitted
on this site does not appear to raise overwhelming feasibility
questions. Three hundred units is a large development, with
ample opportunity for separate clusters and reasonable econ-
omies of scale. We are not prepared to conclude that 300
units is an absolute upper limit for this site, however, in
terms of its being developed in a manner consistent with the
character of the village. For instance, specific siting of
the boundary road proposed by Mr. Caton might permit develop-
ment of a larger number of acres, if the road could be moved
slightly to the north and west. Because we agree that the
municipality has carried its burden of demonstrating that the
development as originally proposed would be contrary to
sound land use planning, the developer should now be permitted
to propose a project conforming to the guidelines established
in the Caton report, with the modifications suggested here."

Here, as with Garfield, we'd like to argue as a matter of law
that the town has the burden of showing non-suitability, while
clarifying that Zirinsky should be able to come up with a more
modest proposal before we take a final position.

Page 4 (Toll): Drop the footnote. The site is unsuitable
whether or not they are still in the case, and we don't know
for certain that they are out.

Page 5 (Cranbury Land): In footnote five, omit the sentence
about not thinking much about the argument, and simply say
"This is not a persuasive argument." or something mushy-mouthed
like that. You wording is a bit harsh and jars the tone of
exquisite reasonableness that you have otherwise maintained.

Page 6: Where is the text for footnote six?

Page 7; 3- know.what you mean in the first two paragraphs, from
talking to you, but I don't think they read clearly. How about
this as %he-€£3?sfe-sen%enee-e# the second paragraph:

nThe logic, howeverf dissipates if ̂ the 6/10 fair share is not
achieved during a six year period. If, as Mr. Caton proposes,
the 6/10 fair share is actually phased over ten years or more,
there is no reason not to include in this phasing the entire
10/10ths of the fair share that should in theory be included
during such a ten year period. Thus, in our opinion, the total
fair share allocation to be phased should remain at the level
of 816 established by the Warren methodology and ordered by
the Court."

Page 7: In the last paragraph, it would help to give a brief
rationale for why Zirinsky and Cranbury Land should build out
during the first phase. (Our understanding is that this is
to encourage the successful builder-plaintiffs as much as is
economically feasible.)

Pages 8-9: It is useful to raise the question of how to zone f

the tracts that won't develop immediately. Why not propose,



as we've discussed; that the 2d stage tracts be zoned for
agriculture use now (their present use), with an automatic
provision in the ordinance that they step up to high density
use in 1991. I'm prepared to argue in a supporting legal
memorandum that this would be permissible under New Jersey
law, and it would assure that the land remained available
until 1991 without placing the burden on plaintiffs to insure
that the rezoning took place at that time.

We'll give you a call after you get this. Thanks for getting
it done so quickly and so well.

P.S. I've included Eric's marked up copy, which has some
minor grammatical and typographical notes.


